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Totally Factual Field Guide 
to the Supernatural #2! 
Discover everything about ghosts in this fun handbook 
packed with spooky tales, engrossing science, and fascinating 
history--perfect for middle-grade readers and mythology fans!

To register interest: rights@quirkbooks.com

Specs: 

Categories: Juvenile 
Nonfiction: Folklore & 
Mythology, Supernatural & 
Paranormal, History 

Age Range: ages 8-12 

Format: Trade Paperback, 128 
pages, 4 c highly designed 
interior with illustrations 
throughout 

On Sale Date: August 2023 
ARC Date: January 2022 

Target Reader: 

Middle grade fans of 
supernatural and spooky lit like 
Goosebumps, the Ologies 
series, and Scary Stories to Tell 
In The Dark 

Middle grade readers of 
mythology and history 

Parents looking for unusual & 
factual books for reluctant 
readers 

Rights: 

Rights Available: Translation, 
Ancillary & Merch, Film/TV/
Dramatic, UK/ANZ 

CHILLING 
WITH GHOSTS 

by Insha Fitzpatrick 
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About the Book:
Boo! Do you believe in ghosts? What's up with haunted 
houses? And how exactly do you bust a ghost? Uncover the 
spooky and spectacular world of ghosts in Chilling With Ghosts, 
a field guide for the curious and the adventurous. Step into 
the unknown--if you dare!--and discover:

   • Scary ghost stories of all kinds! Learn how to tell your 
very own ghost story.

   • Terrifying tales from history and weird science! 
Find out what ghost fungus is and meet a couple of 
Shakespearean ghosts.

   • A globe-trotting tour of haunted spots! Travel all 
around the world, from the catacombs of Paris to the Stanley 
Hotel.

Chilling With Ghosts is the second book in the Totally Factual 
Field Guide to the Supernatural series, a hilarious and 
haunting exploration of how myths and legends shape our 
lives. Get to know ghost lore with enchanting illustrations 
and hands-on activities, like brewing homemade ectoslime. 
It's a spooky world out there--grab your guide, and let's go!

About the Series:
A spooky and laugh-out-loud non-fiction series perfect for 
young mythology fans, A Totally Factual Field Guide to 
the Supernatural explores the supernatural, extraterrestrial, 
and paranormal with a field guide approach to the myths and 
legends that haunt our imaginations. Captivating tales, 
engrossing science, and fascinating history come to life with 
whimsical illustrations and kid-friendly text. 

About the Creators:
Insha Fitzpatrick is a New Jersey-based author who loves 
all things horror. She’s the writer of Who Sparked the 
Montgomery Bus Boycott: Rosa Parks for WHO HQ, illustrated 
by Abelle Hayford. She’s also the co-writer of the middle-
grade graphic novel series Oh My Gods! with Stephanie 
Cooke and illustrator Juliana Moon. Lilla Bölecz is a 
Hungarian graphic artist and illustrator whose passion is 
creating peculiar, thought-provoking, and mystical scenes 
inspired by nature and mythology.

To register interest: rights@quirkbooks.com

Key Selling Points 

• PERFECT FOR MIDDLE 
GRADE FANS OF SPOOKY 
STORIES: Readers who enjoy 
books like Scary Stories To Tell 
In The Dark will love this series 

• A HILARIOUS AND 
HAUNTING GUIDE TO 
GHOSTS: A fun, kid-friendly 
overview of ghost stories, 
legends, and cultural 
traditions.   

• FUN, INFORMATIVE, AND 
HANDS-ON: Pairs paranormal 
tales with science and history. 
Sidebars highlighting 
interesting facts and hands-on 
activities encourage readers 
to be curious about the world 
around them. 

• RELATABLE VOICE AND 
INCLUSIVE FOCUS: Features 
cultural traditions and tales of 
the supernatural from around 
the world, in addition to an 
examination of current pop 
culture 

• A UNIQUE NON-FICTION 
SERIES: Keep an eye out in 
2024 for the next book: 
Sightseeing With Aliens, and 
future titles on dragons, 
merfolk, and more! 
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